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Key Benefits

Cisco EA & Boundless Smart Track*
Drive Enterprise Efficiency and Growth

Let your network infrastructure scale rapidly with full transparency and control over costs.

As the speed of digital transformation accelerates,
organizations require more agility and flexibility on how
they invest in technology. The Cisco Enterprise
Agreement (EA) program provides just that. 

With Cisco EA, enterprises can benefit from a simplified
and premium experience when buying, consuming and
managing software across the Meraki suite and the
Cisco portfolio. 

Paired with Boundless Smart Track*, enterprises can
also get full transparency and control over what is being
used under their Cisco EA*. This means complete drill-
down visibility across the consumption of each network
and branch, enabling seamless chargebacks across
entities.

Unmatched value
Get the most from your investment
with access to exclusive offers.

Full transparency
Get full visibility on how resources
are spent and recovered.

Business agility
Scale and adapt your investments
across all our solutions to best meet
your changing needs.

Centralized collaboration
End-to-end accounting and
single source of truth for all
stakeholders. 

Premium experience
Easily buy, manage and consume
your software licenses.

* Currently compatible with Cisco Meraki software only.

https://www.boundlessdigital.com/


More accountability over expenses
Get granular visibility over resource
consumption for each individual site. 

Cisco EA and Boundless Smart Track*
Meet the future of IT consumption

Functionalities

When used together, the Cisco EA and Boundless Smart Track* enable a consumption
model that works for enterprises and partners.

Better budget control 
Get the most from your investment
with access to exclusive offers.

Chargeback made easy
Track costs more easily. Streamline internal
chargeback and reduce the burden of year-
end true-ups.

“Leveraging Boundless Digital and their custom Meraki EA dashboard we were able to quickly and
painlessly untangle IHG's 400,000 licenses and propose a massive Meraki licensing renewal via an
Enterprise Agreement that provided custom visibility and reporting to Meraki, partner, and IHG. 
None of this would have been possible without Boundless Digital.”

Seamless collaboration with partners
Establish a single source of truth for every
stakeholder, and establish user permissions
and data access based on roles.

– Steven Allspach, Sr. Cloud Networking Specialist @ Cisco Meraki. 
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* Currently compatible with Cisco Meraki software only.
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